Popsicle Clock George Nelson and

The ARTIST

Charles Pollock, 1957. The clock features a
structure of flat walnut rods resembling
popsicle sticks, and striking metal hands
in a white powder-coated finish. $1,055,
Vitra. Design Within Reach, Stamford

Blocks by
Speks A toy for

Klimnt Artwork
Coffee Mug

grown-ups, Blocks is a
set of colorful magnetic
mini beams or brackets
for stacking, clacking,
and building into limitless
shapes. $29.95, Speks. The
Age of Reason, Westport;
getspeks.com

Featuring Gustav Klimnt’s
Lady with Fan. Americanmade. Microwave and
dishwasher safe. Holds 15
oz. $22, Magna Carta Digital
Art. magnacartadigitalart.
com, etsy.com/shop/
MagnaCartaDigitalArt

Caravaggio

Every extant work by
Caravaggio is reproduced in
color in this newly updated
volume, the result of more
than 20 years of research
by a leading authority on
the artist, John T. Spike.
Second revised edition. $95,
Abbeville Press

The Art of Tarot

A palm-size visual history of
tarot cards, from hand-painted
Renaissance decks to the
creations of modern artists
like Salvador Dali. By Christina
Olsen. $12.95, Abbeville Press

DIY in a BOX

Kit includes: 2 paint brushes,
4 pre-drilled reclaimed wood
slices each stamped with a
different
design, 4
pre-cut
lengths
of twine,
paint and
access
to video
tutorials/
Facebook
group.
$19.95, Painted by the Shore.
paintedbytheshore.com

Giotto The definitive monograph
on the greatest painter of the early
Renaissance. By Francesca Flores
d’Arcais. $45, Abbeville Press

Cats & Cocktails Coasters

Watercolor art of 10 colorful cats and cocktails
made of disposable, heavy-duty recycled paper
coasters with a printed weather-proof layer. Sets of
10. $10, RiverDog Prints. riverdogprints.com

Acrylic Painting Mediums
and Methods: A Contemporary
Guide to Materials, Techniques, and
Applications. By Rheni Tauchid,
foreword by Alice Teichert, $40, The
Monacelli Press. Barnes & Noble,
monacellipress.com

Toolbox by Arik Levy

A practical storage container with a handle
for use in the home or office. Made of
robust plastic. $70, Vitra. Design Within
Reach, Stamford
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